
The number one cause of poor air cooler performance is contamination. Measurements show that 
new cooling banks are about 20% less cost-effective after just a few months, which eventually 
adversely affects your production process and results. Given this effect, it is not a luxury to make 

sure your cooling installations stay clean and cool.

Cleaning experts

Some organizations make frantic efforts to clean their own cooling installations. Others use local partners. 

MCO-Team’s roots lie at cleaning. Our integrated approach increases confidence. Even cleaning of cooling 

installations is based on our calculations. Analyzing your system before and after cleaning enables us to 

demonstrate increase of output. After cleaning, recovering the cost of investment takes only a few production 

hours. Crystal clear, isn’t it?

Indicative investigation

After cleaning the system, we carry out a brief investigation that, based on indications, addresses a few items 

of attention. If you require founded advice, we suggest you present your cooling installation to us for advice or 

periodic maintenance. If you really want to focus on ‘coolness’, then pro-actively contract us for taking care of 

your cooling installation. There’s a rising demand for preventive maintenance and we are happy to help you 

make your processes future-proof. 

MCO-Team B.V. uses the following cleaning method:

•	 	Cleaning or automatic cleaning by hydro jetting. The key to hydro jetting is adapting our cleaning method 

to your installation. The power of high-pressure water is fully used for removing contamination. 

 So, maximum efficiency.
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Safety First

Automatic cleaning installations, the Air Fin Crawler for example, enable us to carry out automatic cleaning. 

Entering the cooling banks is no longer required and that is why work is more safely. 

On top of that, scaffolding can be reduced and you can clean your louvre-system cooling banks most efficiently 

yourself. MCO-Team has developed various systems for various cooling bank arrangements. 

We invite you to present your situation to us. We will formulate a suitable proposal for you.

Quality

We keep our expertise and know how up to date through education and training courses. 

The materials and equipment we use, comply with the highest quality standards.

Safety first, proven technologies, excellent results. It can hardly get any ‘cooler’.

Would you like to have ‘cool’ and ‘clean’ installations? Contact us.
We would be pleased to come and tell (and show) you what we can do for you. 
Our method: measuring before and after, and evaluate.
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